
M.O.  JUDAICA 
M O S H E  O Z E R Y  

 
M.O. Judaica is a biblical-jewelry company founded by

Moshe Ozery in 2002. Moshe is an Israeli jewelry designer
and craftsman. The mission of the company is to design

and create jewelry inspired by the spirit of the Scriptures.
 

Through the biblical jewelry, we wish to share the
scriptures according to the Hebrew perspective and act

as the bridge between Judaism and other religions.

m o j u d a i c a . n e t



The Menorah Ring #MEN1435
$179 (Sizes 5-13 including half sizes).  

 
“For you will light my lamp; HE, my G-d will enlighten my

darkness.” (Psalms 18:28).
 

I made the Menorah Ring as a reminder for us that regardless of the situation we
are facing, there is always hope and a path to the light. I chose the amethyst stone
because purple represents royalty. If our G-d is the King of Kings. then we are part

of the royal family.
 

Sterling Silver Menorah Ring with Amethyst Stone.
 



The Menorah Ring (Copper) #MENR13
$139 (Sizes 5-13 including half sizes).  

  
“For you will light my lamp; HE, my G-d will enlighten my darkness.”

(Psalms 18:28).
 

II made the Menorah Ring as a reminder for us that regardless of the situation we
are facing, there is always hope and a path to the light. I chose the amethyst stone

because purple represents royalty. If our G-d is the King of Kings. then we are part of
the royal family.

 
A customer reached out to me and requested the Menorah Ring to be made of

the copper. He noted that copper helps to sooth his arthritis.
 

Copper Menorah Ring with Amethyst stone.  



One New Man Ring #MRGS3
$179 (Sizes 5-13 including half sizes).

 
Sterling silver ring with the Messianic Seal and an amethyst stone.

 
 

“For you will light my lamp; HE, my G-d will enlighten my darkness.”
(Psalms 18:28).

 



Esther Ring #QR1
$189 (Sizes 4-12 including half sizes).

The Queen Esther Double Crown Ring stands for Esther's two names. Hadassha is
the Hebrew name she was given at birth and Esther is the name she was given

while becoming the Queen of Persia. 
 

I made this ring to honor this young, Jewish woman that was willing to sacrifice her
life for all of us today. In the Jewish concept, she was part of the Messiah because

of the salvation of her people. I still feel there are many women out there who
carry the spirit of sacrifice and who do so for others.

 
Two-toned 14K yellow gold-plated over sterling silver and CZ Stones.

 A beautiful ring made just for a woman with the spirit of a queen.
 



Esther Ring (Thin) #RER7
$69 (Sizes 4-13 including half sizes). 

The Queen Esther Double Crown Ring stands for Esther's two names. Hadassha
is the Hebrew name she was given at birth and Esther is the name she was given

while becoming the Queen of Persia. 
 

I made this ring to honor this young, Jewish woman that was willing to sacrifice
her life for all of us today. In the Jewish concept, she was part of the Messiah
because of the salvation of her people. I still feel there are many women out

there who carry the spirit of sacrifice and who do so for others.
 

14k white gold-plated over sterling silver and CZ stones.
A beautiful ring made just for a woman with the spirit of a queen.



Esther Ring (Thin) #RER6 
$69 (Sizes 4-13 incuding half sizes).

The Queen Esther Double Crown Ring stands for Esther's two names. Hadassha is
the Hebrew name she was given at birth and Esther is the name she was given

while becoming the Queen of Persia. 
 

I made this ring to honor this young, Jewish woman that was willing to sacrifice her
life for all of us today. In the Jewish concept, she was part of the Messiah because

of the salvation of her people. I still feel there are many women out there who
carry the spirit of sacrifice and who do so for others.

 
14k rose gold-plated over sterling silver and CZ stones.

A beautiful ring made just for a woman with the spirit of a queen.



Esther Rings (Wide) #ESR
$69 (Sizes 4-13 including half sizes).

The Queen Esther Double Crown Ring stands for Esther's two names. Hadassha is
the Hebrew name she was given at birth and Esther is the name she was given while

becoming the Queen of Persia. 
 

I made this ring to honor this young, Jewish woman that was willing to sacrifice her
life for all of us today. In the Jewish concept, she was part of the Messiah because of
the salvation of her people. I still feel there are many women out there who carry the

spirit of sacrifice and who do so for others.
 

14k white gold-plated over sterling silver and CZ stones.
A beautiful ring made just for a woman with the spirit of a queen.



Queen Esther Pendant #ECR21
$79

White Gold-plated over sterling silver. 16" or 18" Chain
included.

"For such a time as this."
Queen Esther Pendant



Queen Esther Pendant #ECR22
$79

Rose Gold-plated over sterling silver. 16" or 18" Chain
included.

"For such a time as this."
Queen Esther Pendant



Queen Esther Pendant #ECR23
$79

Yellow Gold-plated over sterling silver. 16" or 18" Chain
included.

"For such a time as this."
Queen Esther Pendant



Breastplate (Hoshen) Ring #TTR44
$190 (Sizes 6-13 including half sizes).

The High Priest in the Temple wore the Breastplate (Hoshen). The
Hoshen has 12 different types of stones representing the 12 tribes of

Israel (Exodus 28:30).

Sterling silver and CZ stones .

12 different colors, 12 different tribes, one G-d. 



 Breastplate (Hoshen) Small Pendant #HOS2,  
$54

14K yellow gold-plated over sterling silver pendant. 
 

16"-18" chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5.

The High Priest in the Temple wore the Breastplate (Hoshen). The
Hoshen has 12 different types of stones representing the 12 tribes of

Israel (Exodus 28:30).

12 different colors, 12 different tribes, one G-d.



Breastplate (Hoshen) Small Pendant #HOS3,  
$54

14K white gold-plated over sterling silver pendant. 
 

16"-18" chain included. 20’ chain for an additional $5

The High Priest in the Temple wore the Breastplate (Hoshen). The
Hoshen has 12 different types of stones representing the 12 tribes of

Israel (Exodus 28:30).

12 different colors, 12 different tribes, one G-d.



 Breastplate (Hoshen) Large Pendant #HOS4,  
$79

14K rose gold-plated over sterling silver pendant. 
 

16"-18" chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5

The High Priest in the Temple wore the Breastplate (Hoshen). The
Hoshen has 12 different types of stones representing the 12 tribes of

Israel (Exodus 28:30).

12 different colors, 12 different tribes, one G-d.



Breastplate (Hoshen) Large Pendant #HOS5,  
$79

The High Priest in the Temple wore the Breastplate (Hoshen). The
Hoshen has 12 different types of stones representing the 12 tribes of

Israel (Exodus 28:30).

14K white gold plated over sterling silver pendant. 
 

16"-18" chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5

12 different colors, 12 different tribes, one G-d.



Breastplate (Hoshen) Large Pendant #HOS6,  
$79

14K yellow gold-plated over sterling silver pendant. 
 

16"-18" chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5

The High Priest in the Temple wore the Breastplate (Hoshen). The
Hoshen has 12 different types of stones representing the 12 tribes of

Israel (Exodus 28:30).

12 different colors, 12 different tribes, one G-d.



Bresatplate (Hoshen) Earrings #HOSER
$88

Choice between white gold-plated over sterling silver or yellow gold-
plated over sterling silver earrings with CZ stones.

12 different colors, 12 different tribes, one G-d.

The High Priest in the Temple wore the Breastplate (Hoshen). The
Hoshen has 12 different types of stones representing the 12 tribes of

Israel (Exodus 28:30).



 The River Ring #RIR
$98 (Sizes 4-12 including half sizes).

Sterling Silver hand-crafted ring. Average width: 10 mm for the top
and 7 mm of the bottom. Can make the same design but due to

the ring's special technique, cannot guarantee a replication of the
same ring for each order; slight changes may occur.

 
The River Ring symbolizes life. Life is like a river; sometimes the

current is low and in other times it's high; sometimes it's slow and
sometimes it's fast, but it always moves forward to a new day. 



The River Silver Bangle Bracelet #BR5
$380 

A beautiful sterling silver bangle bracelet. Hand-made. 
 

Can make the same design but due to the ring's special technique,
cannot guarantee a replication of the same ring for each order;

slight changes may occur.
 
 

The River Bangle symbolizes life. Life is like a river; sometimes the
current is low and in other times it's high; sometimes it's slow and

sometimes it's fast, but it always moves forward to a new day.



Zachariah 4:6 Bracelet #ZB3
$380

"Not by my might nor by power but by my spirit (The Lord
Almighty)". 

 
Zachariah Verse 4:6 Bangle made out of Sterling Silver. This is to

remind us that the spirit is stronger than the flesh.  
 

You can also request any other verse that symbolizes a special
meaning to you. 



Star Of David Crown Ring #SDCR33
$169 (Sizes 5-12 including half sizes).

Sterling silver Star of David crown ring. You may choose any color for
the stone or you can choose your birth stone. .



Star of David Necklace #ST876
$98

The Sephardic Jew Hidden Star of David representing the
history of the Jewish people who have had to hide their

identity. 
A two-in-one Star of David and butterflies. Sterling silver

rhodium-plated, with fire opal stones. 
18" chain included.



Star of David Necklace #ST875
$98

 
 

 

The Sephardic Jew Hidden Star of David representing the history
of the Jewish people who have had to hide their identity. 

A two-in-one Star of David and butterflies. Sterling silver rhodium-
plated, with fire opal stones. 

18" chain included.



Star of David Pendant #S31
 $59

Sterling Silver Star of David and opal stone. 
 

16" or 18" Silver chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5.



 She'ma Yisrael (Hear, O' Israel) Large Pendant #SY4
$89

Yellow gold-plated She’ma Yisrael (big). The prayer written inside of this pendant is
the “She’ma.” 

Includes a 16” chain with an extension to 18”-20”. 

 "HEAR, O’ ISRAEL!" "Sh’ema Yisra’el" is the most important commandment in the
Scriptures. In Deuteronomy 6:4 it is written that: "Hear, O Israel! The LORD is
our G-d, the LORD is one!”. According to Judaism, this is a declaration of faith
in one G-d, the G-d of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The prayer should be recited

twice a day. According to Christianity, Yeshua (Jesus) was asked to name the
most important commandments. As a Jew he replied that the most important

one is: “Hear, O’ Israel” (Mark 12:28).



 She'ma Yisra'el (Hear, O' Israel!) Small Pendant #SY3
$69

She'ma Yisra'el Pendant. Rhodium-plated sterling silver with CZ stones all around. 
16" chain attached/included with 2" extension.

 "HEAR, O’ ISRAEL!" "Sh’ema Yisra’el" is the most important commandment
in the Scriptures. In Deuteronomy 6:4 it is written that: "Hear, O Israel! The

LORD is our G-d, the LORD is one!”. According to Judaism, this is a
declaration of faith in one G-d, the G-d of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The

prayer should be recited twice a day. According to Christianity, Yeshua
(Jesus) was asked to name the most important commandments. As a Jew
he replied that the most important one is: “Hear, O’ Israel” (Mark 12:28).



She'ma Yisra'el (Hear, O' Israel!) Small Pendant #SY1
$69

She'ma Yisra'el Pendant. 14K yellow gold-plated sterling silver  with CZ stones all
around. 

16" chain attached/included with 2" extension.

 "HEAR, O’ ISRAEL!" "Sh’ema Yisra’el" is the most important commandment in
the Scriptures. In Deuteronomy 6:4 it is written that: "Hear, O Israel! The LORD
is our G-d, the LORD is one!”. According to Judaism, this is a declaration of faith
in one G-d, the G-d of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The prayer should be recited

twice a day. According to Christianity, Yeshua (Jesus) was asked to name the
most important commandments. As a Jew he replied that the most important

one is: “Hear, O’ Israel” (Mark 12:28).



She'ma Yisra'el (Hear, O Israel!) Large Pendant
#SEM58

$79

She'ma Yisra'el Pendant. A large, round sterling silver pendant with cutout letters.
16" or 18" chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5. 

 "HEAR, O’ ISRAEL!" "Sh’ema Yisra’el" is the most important commandment in the
Scriptures. In Deuteronomy 6:4 it is written that: "Hear, O Israel! The LORD is our
G-d, the LORD is one!”. According to Judaism, this is a declaration of faith in one
G-d, the G-d of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The prayer should be recited twice a

day. According to Christianity, Yeshua (Jesus) was asked to name the most
important commandments. As a Jew he replied that the most important one is:

“Hear, O’ Israel” (Mark 12:28).



She'ma Yisrael (Hear, O' Israel)#SY301
$680

Hand cut 14K solid gold She'ma Yisrael in Torah letters. Unlike the standard Hebrew
block letters, some of the Torah letters have crowns on top of them. 

"HEAR, O’ ISRAEL!" "Sh’ema Yisra’el" is the most important commandment in the
Scriptures. In Deuteronomy 6:4 it is written that: "Hear, O Israel! The LORD is our G-d,
the LORD is one!”. According to Judaism, this is a declaration of faith in one G-d, the

G-d of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The prayer should be recited twice a day.
According to Christianity, Yeshua (Jesus) was asked to name the most important

commandments. As a Jew he replied that the most important one is: “Hear, O’ Israel”
(Mark 12:28).

Option to have the necklace made in sterling silver for the price of $280.



She'ma Yisra'el (Hear, O Israel!) Deuteronomy 6:4
Pendant #I10

 $79

She'ma Yisra'el in Torah letters. Torah letters are mostly used for writing the
Torah. Unlike the standard Hebrew block letters, some of the Torah letters

have crowns on top of them. 
"HEAR, O’ ISRAEL!" "Sh’ema Yisra’el" is the most important commandment in

the Scriptures. In Deuteronomy 6:4 it is written that: "Hear, O Israel! The LORD
is our G-d, the LORD is one!”. According to Judaism, this is a declaration of

faith in one G-d, the G-d of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The prayer should be
recited twice a day. According to Christianity, Yeshua (Jesus) was asked to

name the most important commandments. As a Jew he replied that the most
important one is: “Hear, O’ Israel” (Mark 12:28).

 
16" or 18" chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5.



 She’ma Yisrael Dangle Earrings in Sterling Silver #SHIE
$88

 

She'ma Yisra'el in Torah letters. Torah letters are mostly used for writing the
Torah. Unlike the standard Hebrew block letters, some of the Torah letters have

crowns on top of them.
 "HEAR, O’ ISRAEL!" "Sh’ema Yisra’el" is the most important commandment in the
Scriptures. In Deuteronomy 6:4 it is written that: "Hear, O Israel! The LORD is our
G-d, the LORD is one!”. According to Judaism, this is a declaration of faith in one
G-d, the G-d of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The prayer should be recited twice a

day. According to Christianity, Yeshua (Jesus) was asked to name the most
important commandments. As a Jew he replied that the most important one is:

“Hear, O’ Israel” (Mark 12:28).
 

Sterling Silver "She'ma Yisrael" dangle earrings. .



I Am My Beloved's Ring  #ALR102
$179 (Sizes 5-12 including half sizes). 

I am My Beloved’s and My Beloved is Mine (Song of Songs 6:3). 
 

This verse represents the relationship between us, as people, and G-d. The
Song of Songs book is about the relationship of the Beloveds, man and G-d or

man and his Beloved. This piece is designed to represent the covenant between
man and G-d and man and his Beloved. 

I created a series of pieces including rings, bracelets, pendants, and earrings,
which represent the spiritual meaning of this idea. 

 
Sterling Silver ring, customizable width between 7-9mm.

*Price is for one ring, only. 



I am My Beloved’s Bangle Bracelet #BNG10
$380

"I am My Beloved’s and My Beloved is Mine." (Song of Songs 6:3). 
This verse represents the relationship between us, as people, and G-d. The

Song of Songs book is about the relationship of the Beloveds, man and G-d or
man and his Beloved. This piece is designed to represent the covenant

between man and G-d and man and his Beloved. 
I created a series of pieces including rings, bracelets, pendants, and earrings,

which represent the spiritual meaning of this idea. 

Sterling Silver, Hebrew letters. 



I Am My Beloved’s Ring #ALR10
$480 (Sizes 4-13 including half sizes).

Two-toned ring. 14K solid yellow gold and sterling silver. Hand crafted. Width
10 mm.

I am My Beloved’s and My Beloved is Mine (Song of Songs 6:3). 
This verse represents the relationship between us, as people, and G-d. The

Song of Songs book is about the relationship of the Beloveds, man and G-d or
man and his Beloved. This piece is designed to represent the covenant

between man and G-d and man and his Beloved. 
I created a series of pieces including rings, bracelets, pendants, and earrings,

which represent the spiritual meaning of this idea. 



 The Lion's Head Ring #ARI 
$189 (Sizes 6-13; half sizes are available). 

.
 
 

This pendant is a reminder to move forward with the strength of
a lion. 

 
The tribe of Judah is one of the 12 tribes of Israel. The 12 tribes began
with the 12 sons of Jacob, later called Israel. Both King David and King

Solomon came from the tribe of Judah. 
 

The Lion's head ring is made of sterling silver. May choose different
colored stones in the lion's eyes (Ruby, Emerald, Sapphire, White CZ).



Lion of Judah Bangle #LOJ512
$340

This pendant is a reminder to move forward with the strength of
a lion.

Sterling silver Bangle. 
The tribe of Judah is one of the 12 tribes of Israel. The 12 tribes began
with the 12 sons of Jacob, later called Israel. Both King David and King

Solomon came from the tribe of Judah. 



Lion of Judah Pendant #LY2
 $98

This pendant is a reminder to move forward with the strength of a
lion. 

Sterling silver Pendant. The tribe of Judah is one of the 12 tribes of Israel.
The 12 tribes began with the 12 sons of Jacob, later called Israel. Both King

David and King Solomon came from the tribe of Judah. .
 

18" sterling silver chain included.



Lion of Judah Pendant #LJP109
 $78

This pendant is a reminder to move forward with the strength of a
lion.

Sterling silver Pendant. The tribe of Judah is one of the 12 tribes of Israel.
The 12 tribes began with the 12 sons of Jacob, later called Israel. Both King

David and King Solomon came from the tribe of Judah. 

16," or 18," chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5. 



Lion of Judah Pendant (Yellow Gold) #LOJ68
$69

This pendant is a reminder to move forward with the strength of a
lion.

14k yellow gold-plated over sterling silver. The tribe of Judah is one of the 12
tribes of Israel. The 12 tribes began with the 12 sons of Jacob, later called
Israel. Both King David and King Solomon came from the tribe of Judah. 

16," or 18," chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5. 



Lion of Judah Pendant (Sterling Silver) #LOJ70
$60 

This pendant is a reminder to move forward with the strength of a lion.

14k yellow gold-plated over sterling silver. The tribe of Judah is one of the 12
tribes of Israel. The 12 tribes began with the 12 sons of Jacob, later called
Israel. Both King David and King Solomon came from the tribe of Judah. 

16," or 18," chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5. 



Fire Pendant (Large) #FP100
 $189

It is the season to crossover to a new era. 
Lion of Judah Pendant Crossing Over Though The Fire.

Remember, the lion of Judah will be the first to cross over through the fire for
you. 

Silver and brass pendant. 18" or 20" chain included. 



The Sacred Fire Ring #CHR2
$89 (Sizes 4-14; half sizes available).

The Sacred Fire Ring represents the fire and the light that we carry in us from the
moment G-d breathed the breath of life into us. In the Scriptures, fire is mentioned
multiple times. One of the greatest examples of this is portrayed in the desert when
the Israelites were lead by G-d from Egypt to the promised land. In the desert, G-d

protected the Israelites by providing them with a cloud during the day, and the pillar
of fire at night. This was not simply to help them to see the way, but also to protect

them against predators. However, G-d was the fire and also in the fire; exactly like in
the burning bush. 

 
Sterling silver ring. 

 



 Sacred Fire Large Pendant  #CHR
$149

 

The Sacred Fire Pendant represents the fire and the light that we carry in us from
the moment G-d breathed the breath of life into us. In the Scriptures, fire is

mentioned multiple times. One of the greatest examples of this is portrayed in the
desert when the Israelites were lead by G-d from Egypt to the promised land. In the
desert, G-d protected the Israelites by providing them with a cloud during the day,
and the pillar of fire at night. This was not simply to help them to see the way, but
also to protect them against predators. However, G-d was the fire and also in the

fire; exactly like in the burning bush. 

 Sterling silver pendant. 16' or 18" chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5. 



Sacred Fire Dangle Earrings #CHR3
$88  

The Sacred Fire Earrings represents the fire and the light that we carry in us from
the moment G-d breathed the breath of life into us. In the Scriptures, fire is

mentioned multiple times. One of the greatest examples of this is portrayed in the
desert when the Israelites were lead by G-d from Egypt to the promised land. In the
desert, G-d protected the Israelites by providing them with a cloud during the day,
and the pillar of fire at night. This was not simply to help them to see the way, but
also to protect them against predators. However, G-d was the fire and also in the

fire; exactly like in the burning bush. 
 

Sterling silver dangle earrings.  



The Grafted-In Tree Ring #GITR7
$189 (Sizes 5-1; half sizes available).

The Grafted-In Ring (Sterling Silver) is made up of two olive branches that grow on either
side, graft-in together and create One New Man. 

 
The Grafted-In Ring represents the roots from which we all derive. If the roots are holy, the
branches are holly too. Romans 11:16-18 has a beautiful description which we all need to
adopt in order to make our world a better place to live in: if the part of the dough offered
as first fruits is holy, then the whole batch is holy; if the root is holy, so are the branches. If

some of the branches have been broken off and you, through a wild olive shoot, have
been grafted-in among the others and now share in the nourishing sap from the olive

root, do not consider yourself to be superior to those other branches. If you do, consider
this: you do not support the root, but the root supports you. 



The Holy Spirit Pednat #THS3 (Yellow Gold)
$79

In the bible, Noah sent out a Dove twice to check the level of the water after the
flood. When the Dove came back the second time, it brought a branch of an olive
tree to let Noah know that the water level was back down to the level of the trees.

This is why the Dove with the olive branch signifies Shalom (peace/completion).
(Genesis 8:9-12).

In the Christian concept, the Dove symbolizes the Holy Spirit. As soon as Jesus was
baptized, he went up and out of the water. At that moment, heaven opened, and

he saw the Spirit of G-d descending like a dove and alighting on him (Matthew
3:16).

Sterling silver, 14K yellow gold-plated pendant with CZ stones. 
16" or 18" chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5.



The Holy Spirit Pendant #THS3 (Rose Gold)
$79

 

In the bible, Noah sent out a Dove twice to check the level of the water
after the flood. When the Dove came back the second time, it brought a
branch of an olive tree to let Noah know that the water level was back

down to the level of the trees. This is why the Dove with the olive branch
signifies Shalom (peace/completion). (Genesis 8:9-12).

In the Christian concept, the Dove symbolizes the Holy Spirit. As soon as
Jesus was baptized, he went up and out of the water. At that moment,

heaven opened, and he saw the Spirit of G-d descending like a dove and
alighting on him (Matthew 3:16).

 
Sterling silver, 14K rose gold-plated pendant with CZ stones. 

16" or 18" chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5.



The Holy Spirt Pendant #THS3 (White Gold)
$79

In the bible, Noah sent out a Dove twice to check the level of the water after
the flood. When the Dove came back the second time, it brought a branch of

an olive tree to let Noah know that the water level was back down to the
level of the trees. This is why the Dove with the olive branch signifies Shalom

(peace/completion). (Genesis 8:9-12).
In the Christian concept, the Dove symbolizes the Holy Spirit. As soon as

Jesus was baptized, he went up and out of the water. At that moment,
heaven opened, and he saw the Spirit of G-d descending like a dove and

alighting on him (Matthew 3:16).
 

Sterling silver, 14K rose gold-plated pendant with CZ stones. 
16" or 18" chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5.



Holy to G-d Bangle Bracelet with CZ Stones #HTG90
$480

The High Priest in the temple used to wear the words "Holy to G-d"
on his forehead, meaning he, himself is devoted only to G-d. 

Sterling silver and CZ stones.



Holy to G-d Bangle Bracelet #HTG92
 $380

The High Priest in the temple used to wear the words "Holy to G-d"
on his forehead, meaning he, himself is devoted only to G-d. 

 
Sterling Silver. 



Star of David and Amethyst Cross Pendant #STRRC
 $79

Gold-plated over sterling silver and an
amethyst stone. 



Tree Of Life Pendant #TLP5Regular 
 $59

"Hope deferred makes the heart sick, but desire fulfilled
is a tree of life."  (Proverbs 13:12). 

HE will fulfill the deepest desire of your heart. 

Sterling Silver Pendant. 16," 18," or 20" silver chain included. 



Tree Of Life Yellow Gold Pendant #TLP7
 $79

"Hope deferred makes the heart sick, but desire
fulfilled is a tree of life." (Proverbs 13:12). 
HE will fulfill the deepest desire of your heart. 

14K yellow gold-plated over sterling silver and CZ stones.
16," 18," or 20" silver chain included. 



Tree Of Life Sterling Silver Pendant #TLP9
 $ 79

"Hope deferred makes the heart sick, but desire
fulfilled is a tree of life." (Proverbs 13:12). 
HE will fulfill the deepest desire of your heart. 

Rhodium-plated sterling silver with CZ stones. 16," 18," or
20" silver chain included. 



Hammered Tree Of Life Studs #TLHE2
$59

 

"Hope deferred makes the heart sick, but desire
fulfilled is a tree of life." (Proverbs 13:12). 
HE will fulfill the deepest desire of your heart. 

 
Sterling Silver Hammered Styled Tree Of Life Stud Earrings.

 



Smooth Tree Of Life Studs #TLE2
$59

"Hope deferred makes the heart sick, but desire fulfilled is
a tree of life." (Proverbs 13:12). 

HE will fulfill the deepest desire of your heart. 

Sterling Silver Hammered Styled Tree Of Life Stud Earrings.



"Hope deferred makes the heart sick, but desire fulfilled is
a tree of life." (Proverbs 13:12). 

HE will fulfill the deepest desire of your heart. 

Sterling silver (small) pendant (8mmx8mm).

16" or 18" chain included. 20" chain for an added $5.

Tree of Life Silver Pendant (Small) - #TLP2
$59

 



Tree of Life Gold (small) #TLP1
$59

"Hope deferred makes the heart sick, but desire fulfilled is a
tree of life." (Proverbs 13:12). 

HE will fulfill the deepest desire of your heart. 

Gold-plated over sterling silver (small) pendant (8mmx8mm).

16" or 18" chain included. 20" chain for an added $5.



Add a Grafted-In Tree Pendant #TL49
 $98

The Grafted-In Ring represents the roots from which we all derive. If the roots are
holy, the branches are holly too. Romans 11:16-18 has a beautiful description

which we all need to adopt in order to make our world a better place to live in: if
the part of the dough offered as first fruits is holy, then the whole batch is holy; if
the root is holy, so are the branches. If some of the branches have been broken
off and you, through a wild olive shoot, have been grafted-in among the others

and now share in the nourishing sap from the olive root, do not consider yourself
to be superior to those other branches. If you do, consider this: you do not

support the root, but the root supports you. 
 

Sterling silver Pendant  
16" or 18" sterling silver chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5.



Chai Pendant (Small) #CPO100
$49

 

If we convert the letters of Chai to numbers, we get the number 18 which
means power in Hebrew. G-d gave us the power of life and we are grateful

for it. 
Small sterling silver Chai with fire opal. 

16" or 18" sterling silver chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5.

Chai means Life in Hebrew. This is a reminder
for us to 

thank G-d for the life he provides. 
 
 



 

Sterling Silver Handmade Menorah #MN4
$149

 

G-d ordered Moses to build the Menorah. The light of the
Menorah is a spiritual light that represents each day of the week.

The whole Menorah represents the light of G-d. 
 

Sterling-silver hand-made Menorah. You may choose any stone
to represent the light of the Menorah.  

 
16" or 18" chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5 



MENORAH RING #MNR670
$89 (Sizes 5-13 including half sizes).

G-d ordered Moses to build the Menorah. The light of the Menorah is
a spiritual light that represents each day of the week. The whole

Menorah represents the light of G-d. 

Sterling silver ring.  



Zachariah Menorah Pendant #Z1
$129

 

Zachariah 4:2-3: "He said to me, What do you see? And I said, I see, and
behold, a Menorah all of gold with its bowl on the top of it, and its seven
lamps on it with seven spouts belonging to each of the lamps which are

on the top of it; also two olive trees by it, one on the right side of the
bowl and the other on its left side."

 
This is his vision about a gold Menorah and two Olive Branches that one

day will become one.
 

Sterling silver with gold-plated Menorah. 
 

16" or 18" chain included. 20" chain for an additional $5. 



Wherever You Will Go I Will Follow (El Asher Telchi
Elech) Pendant #ELA2

$89
 

 
Ruth, in faith, followed Naomi to a place where there was no future for her.
Regardless, she cared about the future of Naomi over her own. Ruth said to

Naomi: “Don’t beg me to leave you or to stop following you. Where you go, I will
go. Where you live, I will live. Your people will be my people, and your G-d will

be my G-d. And where you die, I will die, and there I will be buried. I ask G-D to
punish me terribly if I do not keep this promise: Not even death will separate

us.”  
This is why G-d blessed Ruth with the Messiah as her descendant.  

 
Sterling silver, large pendant. Chain included.



Woman of Valor Necklace #WOV100
$69

"A warrior woman who can find? For her worth is
far above jewels." (Proverbs 31).  

 
Sterling silver plaque (5mm x 2.5mm) with laser
engraving. Hebrew Letters stating "Woman of

Valor".



Woman of Valor #WOV102
$89

"A warrior woman who can find? For her worth is far above
jewels." (Proverbs 31). 

 
Sterling silver Hebrew Letters stating "Woman of Valor".



The Kingdom Pendant #KP003
$189

To come to battle with the name of G-d is more powerful
than coming to battle with a Goliath sword; David said to

the Philistine, “You come against me with sword and spear
and javelin, but I come against you in the name of El

Shaddai, the G-d of the armies of Israel, whom you have
defied.” (1 Samuel 17:45).

 Sterling silver and CZ stones. 
 18” or 20” chain included.



The Crown of Heaven #CHEA4
$189

To come to battle with the name of G-d is more powerful than
coming to battle with a Goliath sword; David said to the

Philistine, “You come against me with sword and spear and
javelin, but I come against you in the name of El Shaddai, the
G-d of the armies of Israel, whom you have defied.” (1 Samuel

17:45).

Sterling silver with 14k yellow-gold plated crown.

18" or 20" chain  included. 



David's Sword Pendant #DVS1
$189 

To come to battle with the name of G-d is more powerful than coming
to battle with a Goliath sword; David said to the Philistine, “You come
against me with sword and spear and javelin, but I come against you
in the name of El Shaddai, the G-d of the armies of Israel, whom you

have defied.” (1 Samuel 17:45).

Sterling silver sword. Hand made of gold-plated over sterling silver. Amethyst
stone in the middle of the Star of David

18" or 20" chain included.  



For Such A Time As This #AM720
 $180

Sterling silver Hebrew letters stating "For such a time as
this" (Esther 4:14). Amethyst stone in the middle of a star of

David.  

20" chain included.



Olive Branches Ring #OBR72
 $69 (Sizes 5-11 inlcuding half sizes).

Two Olive Branches (Zacharaia 4:3). 
 

Sterling silver ring with CZ stones.



The Half a Shekel Pendant #Shek33
 $143

In the book of Exodus 30:13, the half shekel is mentioned in relation to a donation to
the temple once a year by people over the age of 20. What is significant about it is

the statement that the poor will give the same amount as the rich. We are all equal.
Just because you have a little bit more than someone else, does not mean that you

are better in G-d’s eyes. 
 

On one side of the half shekel is a jar of mana that G-d commanded us to have in the
ark of the covenant, and writings in paleo Hebrew all around. The paleo Hebrew

notes the year of 67, the second year of the Maccabi resistance. On the other side of
the half shekel, is Aaron’s scepter blooming with almond flowers. This was also

commanded to be on the inside of the ark of the covenant. The paleo Hebrew on the
second side of the coin says “the holy city of Jerusalem.”
Sterling silver. 22" chain included for an additional $25. 



I Am My Beloved's And My Beloved Is Mine (Ani L'edodi Ve'dodi Li) El
Shadai Pendant #IAM100

 $180

 
 

“I am My Beloved’s and my Beloved is Mine” in Hebrew Letters (Song of
Songs 6:3). 

 
This verse represents the relationship between us, as people, and G-d. The Song of

Songs book is all about the relationship of the Beloveds, man and G-d or man and his
Beloved. I created a series of pieces including rings, bracelets, pendants, and
earrings, which represent the spiritual meaning of this idea. In this particular

pendant, G-d’s words create the shape of the pendant; when you are wearing it; you
have G-d’s words physically closest to your heart. This is the right time to purchase

this piece for your Beloved or as a symbol for your Covenant with G-d.
 

Gold plated silver with CZ stones. 20" chain included.



The Redemption Pendant #REP100
$109 

The Redemption Pendant contains frankincense and
Moore essential oils. The crown on top and on the

bottom are made of sterling silver and 14K-solid yellow
gold. 

 
16" or 18"chain included. 20" chain for an additional

$5. 



Hineni 'Here I Am' Pendant #HIN
$79 

Hineni in Hebrew means 'Here I Am!,' a declaration to G-d. Here I am to do
anything G-d asks of me, without conditions.

 
Sterling silver, hand-cut pendant. 16"or 18" chain included. 20" chian for an

additional $5.  



Kadosh 'Holy' Necklace #HN456
$89

 

 'Holy' (Kadosh) in Hebrew Crown Torah letters. 

We need to be Kadosh because HE is Kadosh.

Sterling silver, hand-cut pendant. 16"or 18" chain included. 20" chain for
an addiotnal $5 


